Terms and conditions: This voucher entitles the bearer to 25% off admission to the Black Count/r.calty Living Museum. Customers must show a bus, train or Metro ticket or travel pass which is valid within 7 days of the visit or a Swift card, at the admissions desk on arrival in order to obtain the discount. Valid for up to 2 people. Offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other Black Country Living Museum promotions or discounts. Offer not valid for evening events, pre-bookable events or Bank Holidays. Off does not qualify for the BCLM Unchained Annual Pass. Voucher only valid if details are completed above. Children are classified as 5-16 years inclusive. West Midlands Combined Authority/Black Country Living Museum reserve the right to amend or withdraw this offer at any time. Offer valid until 31st December 2018.
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